
Preparing your mind for effective critical presentations requires important inner work that’s often 
overlooked in favor of more traditional preparation methods. Not that the traditional advice - like crafting 
your material and practicing your presentation - isn’t important. It’s just that without the inner-work, 
there’s a good chance that all of the cognitive and physical preparation will go to waste. 

Here are three Mayo Clinic1-influenced inner-work writing exercises that you can practice to neutralize 
the anxiety that can be caused by public presentations.  

1. Challenging Specific Worries   
When you're afraid of something, you may overestimate the likelihood of bad things happening. 
Consider an upcoming presentation and spend two minutes thinking about all of the things that 
might go wrong. List as many of your specific worries as possible in your journal. Once you’ve 
exhausted your presentation-specific worries, spend some time considering the likelihood that your 
feared outcomes will happen. Directly challenge each worry in writing by identifying probable and 
alternative outcomes and any objective evidence that supports your dismissal of each worry. 

2. Visualizing your Success 
Spend a few minutes imagining that an upcoming presentation will go extremely well. Once you’ve 
visualized this success, spending five minutes writing about this imagined scene. Positive thoughts 
can help decrease some of your negativity about your social performance and relieve some anxiety. 

3. Recognizing your Past Success 
Consider a past presentation - both in your preparation and your execution. Take a few minutes to 
write about this presentation in your journal. Where did you excel and where did you stumble? Did any of your 
specific, pre-presentation worries actually occur? Did the audience respond how you anticipated? Look at any 
mistakes you made as an opportunity to improve your skills. Look at your positive moments as 
opportunities to build upon your strengths for the next presentation.
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1. "Fear of public speaking: How can I overcome it?" (The Mayo Clinic) 

http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/specific-phobias/expert-answers/fear-of-public-speaking/faq-20058416

